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          In the News: Adam Betz, M.D., discusses impact ECMO treatment during the pandemic
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          TULSA, Okla. — In celebration of National Doctors’ Day, Green Country is home to some of the nation's best physicians.

When it comes to top-of-the-line treatments, the Oklahoma Heart Institute is becoming known for its life-saving measures by providing a machine used in only three centers in the state.

"So, it's a pretty rare thing,” Dr. Adam Betz, medical director of pulmonary ECMO at the Oklahoma Heart Institute, said.

See the entire interview, from KJRH, with Dr. Betz here.

  
  

  
      
          Doctors' Day profile: Frank Gaffney, M.D. goes from selling furniture to healing hearts
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          (March 30 is National Doctors’ Day. Oklahoma Heart Institute would like to thank our physicians for the dedication and passion they show for their patients. In honor of National Doctors’ Day, we would like to noninvasive cardiologist Frank Gaffney, D.O.)

Frank Gaffney, M.D., has established himself as a noninvasive cardiologist at Oklahoma Heart Institute for the past 16 years. But his journey into the medical field is anything but typical for the New York native who began his professional career in the retail industry.

“When I first became a physician, I didn’t know if I had... Read More »  

  

  
      
          Tips for helping children adjust to daylight saving time
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          Ready or not, daylight saving time is coming up on Sunday, March 14.

Setting those clocks forward to “spring” up an hour can be an adjustment in sleep schedules for adults, much less children. Michael Newnam, M.D., is a specialist in the diagnosis and treatment of sleep disorders with Oklahoma Heart Institute and director of sleep medicine at Hillcrest Medical Center and Hillcrest Hospital Cushing. Newnam said the most important element in adjusting to an altered sleep schedule comes down to one principle.

“The first thing is consistency,” Newnam said. “Sometimes we forget to... Read More »  

  

  
      
          PFO procedure helps patient suffering from migraines, small strokes
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          Kyla Jones had been dealing with debilitating migraines for quite some time and even experienced small strokes.

“I was having multiple migraines a month,” Jones said. “They were lasting days on end. I would literally go from one to another.”

Along with terrible headaches, her list of symptoms progressed as time passed. Jones eventually had a blood clot go to the retina of her right eye, which caused her to lose a portion of her vision. At one point, Jones had transient loss of parts of the left side of her body including her arm.

After subsequent testing ruled out... Read More »  

  

  
      
          Is it possible to eat nutritious, budget-friendly meals during quarantine?
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          (March is National Nutrition Month and to commemorate the occasion, Hillcrest Medical Center and Oklahoma Heart Institute dietitian Andrea Shotton will share her expertise on the topic of nutrition in a pandemic through a series of weekly blogs. In the first edition, Shotton discusses if it is possible to eat nutritious meals that are also budget friendly.)

Going into quarantine has become all too common during the pandemic.

From this isolation, food insecurity and mental health issues have risen; all of which may alter appetite and change food preferences. It has become... Read More »  

  

  
      
          Structure and Accountability Lead to Weight-Loss Success Story
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          In 2019, Grant Brown, 42, was in poor health and couldn’t shake the feeling that his current lifestyle may not allow him to be around for his family in the future. Just as those thoughts were closing in, his daughter heard about Oklahoma Heart Institute’s Weight Loss & Wellness Center. A nursing student at Oral Roberts University, Brown’s daughter immediately thought of her father when she heard a cardiologist discuss the program in one of her lectures.

Brown was intrigued after hearing what his daughter had learned and attended an introductory meeting in October 2019. He waited... Read More »  

  

  
      
          One Warning Sign Resulted in Quadruple Bypass Surgery for Seemingly Healthy Patient
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          At 55-years-old, Doug Winters headed into a regular checkup appointment fully expecting to walk out of the doctor’s office with a clean bill of health.  His provider recommended routine tests, including his first colonoscopy.

During the procedure, Kyle Johnson, PA-C, noticed elevated blood pressure and ordered a stress test.

During the stress test, Winters walked for a long time and could not get his heart rate up. The team at Utica Park Clinic immediately identified an issue and examined the cause, finding a serious blockage in three areas in his heart. Johnson and his team... Read More »  

  

  
      
          Should You Consider a Heart Scan After Having COVID-19?
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          As a result of new information regarding the relationship between the cardiovascular system and COVID-19, there’s a lot of discussion around considering a heart scan after recovery. Answers vary depending on the individual and the severity of their COVID-19 infection.

If you had a mild case, or you were asymptomatic, experts do not believe it’s necessary to get a heart scan before resuming activity. However, for individuals who had a severe case of COVID-19, or for those who were hospitalized with the virus, it’s advised that you do not return to normal activity, especially... Read More »  

  

  
      
          Precautionary Test Led to Emergency Triple Bypass Surgery for One Glenpool Resident
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          A few weeks before Christmas 2019, Deborah Timmons, 69, decided she wanted to look into getting a hearing aid. Since she had recently moved to Glenpool, she figured she’d establish a new primary care provider closer to home.

At her first appointment, her new provider advised some tests as a routine precaution– an EKG, blood work, a coronary angiogram – typical tests for a woman over 50 to get done when establishing a new primary care provider. Timmons was reluctant at first but continued with the tests.

On Dec. 21, Timmons completed the list of preliminary tests and received... Read More »  

  

  
      
          Goal Weight Achieved: How One Woman Found Success with Proven Methods and Support
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          Shelley Sauter, director of capital and contracts at Hillcrest Medical Center, felt she was constantly trying new diets and health fads, thinking the next method might be the answer to sustained results. However, she continued coming up short. Sauter was stuck on the first page of her weight loss journey, having to rewrite the same chapter over and over again.

“Through the years, I watched the scale slowly increase, and each pound symbolized a new milestone,” Sauter said. “I kept asking myself, ‘What is the limit?’, but nothing ever changed. Every day was a new day with a new weight... Read More »  
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From comprehensive diagnostics to open heart surgery and cardiac rehabilitation, Oklahoma Heart Institute combines recognized cardiovascular physicians with the region's most advanced technology.

      

      
          
    Oklahoma Heart Institute Hospital on the campus of Hillcrest Medical Center

    1120 S. Utica Ave.

      Tulsa, OK 74104

    Phone: 918-574-9000

  

  
    Oklahoma Heart Institute Utica Physicians’ Offices

    1265 S. Utica Ave., suite 300, Tulsa, OK 74104

    Phone: 918-592-0999
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